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Campus   Focus   Groups 
Based   on   the   survey   results,   the   analysis   of   the   online   forum,   and   discussion   within   the   Advisory   Group,   we 
developed   a   working   model   for   how   the   exchange   might   function   and   what   services   it   could   provide.   We   then 
held   17   campus   focus   groups   representing   over   40   different   institutions   to   test   the   model   with   individuals   who 
might   be   participating   in   the   exchange   either   as   providers   or   as   recipients   of   services.   The   main   purpose   of   this 
activity   was   to   gather   additional   feedback   on   the   model,   to   understand   better   both   the   challenges   we   would 
need   to   overcome   and   the   opportunity   that   this   new   model   would   represent,   and   also   to   identify   potential 
charter   member   schools.   The   following   focus   groups   were   held   during   the   spring   of   2016: 

1. Chicago   (DePaul,   Northwestern) 
2. Boston   DH   Users   Group   ( Bates   College,   Boston   College,    Boston   University,   Bowdoin   College,Brandeis 

University,   Brown   University,   Dartmouth   College,   Massachusetts   Historical   Society,   MIT,   Northeastern 
University,   Providence   College,   Tufts   University,   UMass-Lowell,   University   of   Connecticut,   University 
of   New   Haven,   University   of   Rhode   Island,   Wellesley   College,   Wheaton   College,   Yale   University) 

3. UCLA 
4. USC 
5. Occidental   College 
6. Claremont   Colleges 
7. Whittier 
8. Stanford   University 
9. Connecticut   (Wesleyan   University,   Trinity   College,   Connecticut   College)  
10. Amherst   College 
11.    Mt.   Holyoke   College 
12. Smith   College 
13. George   Washington   University 
14. George   Mason   University   
15. Hamilton   College   (as   part   of   Illiads)  
16. Tri-Co   Philadelphia(    Bryn   Mawr,   Swarthmore,   and   Haverford) 
17. University   of   Michigan 

 
The   format   for   the   focus   groups   was   as   follows: 
 
We   would   present   the   basic   concept   of   the   exchange,   and   explain   the   set   of   services   that   we   were   imagining 
would   be   provided   through   the   exchange.   The   five   set   of   services   were:  
 

1. Institutes   and   workshops:    Through   the   exchange,   participants   would   be   able   to   join   existing 
institutes   at   a   discounted   rate   (Iliads   and   DHSI),   and   would   also   be   able   to   share   workshops   developed 

 



on   campuses.   As   a   model   for   how   this   might   work,   we   are   in   conversation   with   Software   and   Data 
Carpentry.  

2. Project   planning,   scoping,   and   peer   review,   grant   writing:    Faculty   with   ambitious   ideas   on 
campuses   with   limited   expertise   often   need   help   conceptualizing   a   project,   coming   up   with   a   plan 
(including   training   on   new   technologies),   reviewing   project   plans,   and   identifying   the   resources 
required   to   move   from   idea   to   project.  

3. Consultation   on   methods   and   techniques   and   advice   on   setting   up   workflows    Campuses 
that   are   establishing   new   services   (e.g.   GIS,   Text   Encoding,   Animation,   3D   Scanning)   can   jumpstart 
their   efforts   through   consultation   with   those   who   have   already   established   such   services.  

4. Shared   hosting   of   popular   DH   applications    There   are   a   growing   number   of   open   source 
applications   being   used   in   support   of   digital   scholarship   efforts.   For   schools   hoping   to   experiment   with 
these   applications   the   exchange   can   offer   a   sandbox   for   exploring   a   wide   range   of   open   source 
technologies.   In   the   long   run,   the   exchange   might   host   more   critical   infrastructure   such   as   repositories.  

5. Production   services   for   larger   scale   projects    A   long   range   goal   of   the   exchange   is   to   create 
multi-campus   teams   that   collaborate   on   digital   scholarship   projects.   While   the   exchange   will   not 
initially   providing   this   service,   we   think   it   important   to   state   this   aspiration,   and   to   gauge   at   what   point 
in   the   exchange’s   development   we   might   begin   to   explore   this   option.  

 
We   would   then   open   the   floor   for   conversation.   We   asked   participants   to   share   with   us   what   they   liked   about 
the   concept,   questions   they   had   the   proposed   program,   what   concerns   they   might   have   about   the   direction   we 
were   proposing,   and   any   ideas   for   how   we   might   improve   upon   the   plan,   including   models   that   we   might   learn 
from   as   we   plan   for   the   pilot   of   the   exchange. 
 
We   recorded   471   separate   comments   during   the   course   of   these   meetings,   and   incorporated   the   themes   that 
emerged   from   these   conversations   into   our   subsequent   plans.   All   of   the   471   Comments   are   included   at   the 
bottom   of   this   document.   Here   is   a   summary   of   what   we   heard   during   these   meetings,   organized   into   the 
categories   of   Concerns   (issues   and   obstacles   that   we   will   need   to   overcome),   Models   (other   organizations   and 
organizational   design   ideas   that   we   might   study),   New   Ideas   (other   things   that   we   didn’t   propose   that   the 
exchange   might   offer),   Support   for   proposed   services   (positive   feedback   on   the   ideas   we   presented),   and 
Questions.  
 

Concerns:   issues   and   obstacles   that   we   will   need   to   overcome 
 

Common   concerns   expressed   included:  
 

● Time:    How   will   there   be   time   for   working   with   others   from   other   schools   when   we   are   all   already   busy 
serving   and/or   partnering   with   our   local   constituency?  

● Local   demands:    What   will   it   mean   to   say   no   or   delay   a   local   effort   due   to   working   on   an   interesting 
collaboration   with   another   campus?  

● Small   college/research   university   relationship:    The   optics   of   an   R1   coming   in   to   ‘save   the   day’ 
for   a   small   school   seem   problematic.   Similarly,   many   expressed   doubts   that   large   well   funded 
universities   would   find   it   helpful   to   work   with   smaller   schools.   Don’t   make   it   “colonial”.  

● Relationship   to   local   services:    What   would   the   impact   be   on   local   services   if   the   exchange   was   a 
new   (and   perhaps   better)   source   for   advice   and   support?  

● Buyin   from   senior   administrators:    If   support   for   this   does   not   come   from   senior   administrators, 
it   runs   the   risk   of   being   a   “nights   and   weekends”   volunteer   effort.  

● Community   building   not   commodifying   (gig   economy):    One   participant   worried   that   this 
might   become   “uber   for   digital   scholarship”   ,   with   all   of   the   labor   issues   that   attend   to   a   more   free-lance 
and   contingent   mode   of   employment.  
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● Too   formal?    There   were   questions   raised   about   whether   a   formal   entity   was   required,   and   the   cost   of 
the   resulting   overhead,   wondering   instead   if   a   much   more   informal   network   (that   in   fact   already   exists) 
might   be   more   effective.  

 
 
 

Models:   other   organizations   and   organizational   design   ideas   that   we   might   study  

 
 
There   were   many,   many   suggestions   about   other   organizations   and   corporations   that   we   might   explore,   and 
also   a   sense   that   the   model   needed   to   be   established   to   clearly   differentiate   the   exchange   from   allied   efforts.  
 

● Models   from   other   sectors:    Participants   provided   a   number   of   ideas   for   models   that   we   could   use   to 
better   define   how   we   might   organize   ourselves   and   present   ourselves   to   the   community.   These   included: 
agency,   co-op,   carpool   cooperative,   babysitting   cooperative,   consulting   firm,   temp   agency,      Ikea   Kitchen 
Planner   for   DH,   Craig’s   List   for   DH,   Go   Fund   Me,   Y-Combinator,   an   HMO   for   digital   scholarship. 

● Differentiation   and   Governance   Lessons:    Participants   also   wondered   how   the   exchange   would 
differentiate   itself   from   allied   efforts   such   as   DiRT,   HASTAC,   ADHO,   DHSI,   Project   Bamboo.   They 
suggested   we   look   to   projects   like   Hydra,   Scholarly   Communications   Institute,   and   Data/Software 
Carpentry   as   models   of   governance   that   we   might   learn   from.  

● Labor   Model    A   repeated   theme   (also   expressed   as   a   concern,   see   above)   was   that   we   carefully   attend 
to   the   labor   model   for   the   exchange.   Participants   suggested   that   we   take   care   to   not   encourage 
exploitation   of   contingent   labor,   and   that   the   model   be   one   of   partnership   not   servitude.  

● Names   Matter    In   order   to   explain   to   the   community   what   the   exchange   is,   one   participant   used   the 
example   of   how   Miami   Vice   was   pitched   to   the   TV   executives   who   funded   it:   MTV   Cops.   We   were 
challenged   to   develop   a   similar   two   word   explanation   of   what   the   exchange   is.  

 

New   Ideas:   other   things   that   we   didn’t   propose   that   the   exchange   might 
offer  
 
Nearly   all   participants   had   new   ideas   that   they   thought   would   improve   the   ideas   set   forth   in   the   introduction   to 
the   focus   group.   Some   of   these   ideas   were   very   specific   in   terms   of   what   additional   services   we   might   consider, 
and   some   were   elaborations   on   ideas   proposed.   The   entire   list   is   to   be   found   at   the   end   of   this   document.  
 
New   Ideas 

● Create   cohorts   that   are   mentored   as   group,   which   in   turn   helps   to   build   community 
● The   exchange   could   be   a   source   of   use   cases   for   software   developers 
● Vendor   relations   and   vetting 
● We   will   need   to   explain   to   deans   and   provosts   how   this   is   a   radical   model   that   could   change   things, 

presumably   for   the   better 
● Microgrants   to   kick-start   collaborative   projects 
● Permission   to   work   on   the   exchange   needs   to   be   granted 
● Low   residency   consultancy 
● DH   courses   for   campuses   not   staffed   to   provide   them   locally   (w/o   exploiting) 
● Documentation   is   low-tech   and   something   that   everyone   (including   small   schools)   can   do 
● Monthly   seminar   to   do   deep   dives   into   projects 
● Could   enable   the   creation   of   new   hybrid   positions   (part   local,   part   exchange) 
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● Focus   on   projects   and   not   the   exchange   itself;   the   point   is   to   improve   the   state   of   digital   scholarship   and 

not   to   create   yet   another   membership   organization 

● If   you   can   find   a   way   of   leaving   money   out   of   the   equation,   it   will   allow   for   deeper   engagement 

 

 

Enhancements   of   proposed   ideas 
 

● Teaching   project   conceptualization   and   management 

● Providing   Peer   Review   of   project   proposals 

● Building   Regional   Hubs   as   an   intermediary   between   the   local   and   the   national 

● Provide   help   with   Grant   writing 

● Strategy   development 

● The   exchange   can   build      Community   through   conferences 

● Directory   of   projects 

● Have   stages   and   workflows   encourage   good   practices   in   terms   of   project   management 

● Bake   preservation   planning   in   on   the   ground   floor 

●  

 

Ideas   about   Labor 
● Don’t   forget   about   local   staff,   and   how   they   can   contribute 

● Remote   folks   needs   to   feel   like   a   c0-worker   not   a   database 

● Aligning   exchange   work   with   local   interests   and   objectives   will   allow   exchange   work   to   serve   local   and 

exchange   interests 

 

Support   for   proposed   services:   positive   feedback   on   the   ideas   we   presented 

 
Participants   in   the   focus   groups   expressed   support   for   many   of   the   ideas   put   forward,   and   explained   their 

support   in   ways   that   helped   us   better   understand   some   of   the   reasons   people   would   want   to   be   part   of   this 

effort.  

 

Common   expressions   of   support   included   : 

● Being   part   of   the   exchange   would   allow   me   to   learn   and   to   grow 

● The   exchange   could   provide   new   roles   for   librarians 

● Participation   would   provide   an   important   service   to   the   community 

● For   centers   that   have   ambitions   to   make   a   mark   on   the   broader   field   of   digital   scholarship,   it   could 

increase   visibility   and   reach 

● It   could   help   serve   the   mission   of   the   institutions   that   participate 

● It   could   provide   a   venue   to   help   positively   shape   the   field 

● It   would   facilitate   the   exchange   of   ideas 

● For   those   who   want   to   collaborate   on   grants,   it   could   facilitate      multi-institutional   grant   writing 

● Having   an   outside   perspective   usually   helpful 

● It   could   help   connect   faculty   to   other   faculty 

● It   provides   a   means   to   learn   what   others   are   doing 

● Many   many   participants   were   keen   on   the   idea   of   the   exchange   providing   hosting  

● The   focus   on   project   scoping   and   planning   was   very   well   received.   The   sense   of   many   of   the   groups   was 

that   better   scoping   makes   for   better   outcomes 

● The   notion   of   sharing   the   burden   of   workshops   and   demos   across   campuses   was   well   received.  

● By   being   part   of   a   highly   visible   network,   there   was   a   sense   that   individuals   and   centers   could   build   a 

reputation.   In   the   words   of   one   participant,      this   could   make   us   famous. 
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Questions  
 
As   one   might   expect,   the   presentation   of   the   concept   and   the   set   of   possible   services   raised   a   great   deal   of 

important   questions.   Key   questions   that   recurred   included: 

 
● How   will   the   accounting   work?   What   is   the   currency?   Hours?   Money?   Karma? 

● How   will   governance   work? 

● What   is   the   right   scope   for   this   effort?   Is   it   better   to   be   regional   or   national   in   sope? 

● Is   there   really   excess   capacity   on   our   campuses   that   we   can   use   in   this   manner? 

● How   will   you   know   if   you   are   being   successful? 

● What   is   the   sustainability   plan? 

● Is   the   exchange   intended   to   be   normative,   and   to   set   standards? 

● How   will   decisions   be   made   about   what   exchanges   are   posted?   How   will   work   be   assigned?   How   are 

proposed   exchanges   vetted?   What   happens   to   projects   that   nobody   wants   to   help? 

● What   would   motivate   someone   or   some   institution   to   want   to   participate? 

● What   problem   are   we   trying   to   solve? 

● How   would   this   help   support   and   sustain   long   term   projects? 

● How   might   we   convince   upper   management   to   support   this? 

● How   to   pay   attention   to   the   hard   ethical   issues   that   surround   this?   Is   this   all   about   outsourcing   or   also 

about   building   local   capacity? 

● How   will   conflicts   be   resolved? 

● How   does   accountability   work? 

● How   would   people   know   that   this   is   fair? 

● What   exactly   are   schools   committing   to? 

● When   does   this   result   in   changing   job   descriptions?   What   might   be   the   impact   on   local   staffing 

decisions?   Might   we   begin   to   hire   more   specialists? 

● Are   there   baseline   capacities   needed   to   participate   (e.g.   medical   model)? 

● What   are   incentives   for   faculty   to   participate? 

● Who   is   included?   Free   lancers?   Contingent   faculty? 

● How   many   ‘experts’   are   needed? 

 

Many   of   these   questions   led   us   to   focus   our   attention   on   the   organizational   questions   that   we   explored   in   more 

depth   in   our   interviews   with   leaders   of   similar   collaborative   organizations.   Many   of   the   questions   have 

embedded   within   them   either   tacit   concerns   or   ideas   for   how   we   ought   to   proceed.   A   complete   list   of   all   the 

questions   we   recorded   can   be   found   at   the   bottom   of   this   document.  

 

Summary 

The   goals   of   conducting   focus   groups   were   to   receive   feedback   on   the   ideas   we   had   developed   to   date,   to 

understand   concerns   that   might   arise   from   these   ideas,   to   capture   additional   new   ideas   that   we   might 

incorporate   into   our   plan,   and   to   hear   questions   that   we   would   need   to   answer   as   we   move   forward   with 

designing   the   exchange.   The   other   goal   of   course   was   to   begin   to   identify   colleges   and   universities   that   might 

want   to   be   part   of   the   pilot   for   the   exchange. 

 

It   is   clear   that   the   idea   of   the   exchange   is   one   that   engaged   participants,   and   challenged   them   to   think   about 

new   ways   of   working   together,   new   job   responsibilities,   and   how   these   might   serve   local   efforts   to   develop   and 

sustain   digital   scholarship   services,   and   ultimately,   how   it   might   allow   for   the   production,   dissemination,   and 

preservation   of   new   forms   of   scholarship   by   our   faculty   and   students.   While   there   were   many   doubts   expressed 

about   how   the   exchange   can   differentiate   itself   in   a   crowded   field   of   allied   organizations,   and   whether   our 

current   largely   stand-alone   model   of   the   single   institution   largely   going   it   alone   is   prepared   for   the   sorts   of 
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changes   necessary   to   work   in   this   new   manner,   there   was   also   a   real   sense   of   possibility   and   hope   that   this   new 
way   of   working   together   might   allow   us   to   better   achieve   our   individual   and   collective   missions.      We   believe   the 
insights   gained   from   these   focus   groups   will   serve   us   well   as   we   move   forward   into   the   pilot   phase   of   our   effort.  
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Individual   Comments   Organized   Thematically 

 

Concerns 
 
conceptually   good   idea   but   need   to   overcome   myriad   practical   problems 
For   centers   that   focus   on   research,   staff   is   evaluated   by   research   output   and   research   projects,   not   by 
service 
The   administration   would   be   complex:   coordinating,   scheduling,   providing   insight   into   what's   going   on. 
Need   to   make   the   logistics   super   simple. 
Needs   to   be   framed   as   work   that   is   done   with   the   context   of   my   paid   employment. 
Communications   are   key.   Expectations   must   be   very   clear,   and   everyone   must   know   what   is   on   the   table. 
need   to   identify   faculty   champion   that   will   articulate   potential   for   intellectual   collaboration 
How   do   you   pay   for   it? 
We   need   to   build   capabilities   and   community   and   not   just   get   shiny   tools 
No   time   to   test   out   models;   easier   to   experiment   with   student   projects   than   with   faculty   research 
problem   is   not   lack   of   expertise   but   lack   of   time;   need   to   convince   faculty   to   devote   more   time   to   this. 
Our   focus   is   more   on   instruction   than   on   research   in   this   library 
It   isn't   clear   how   SLAC   could   benefit   from   interacting   with   R1s   (!) 
Getting   faculty   attention   is   a   barrier. 
Might   this   interfere   with   local   outreach   efforts?   Who   are   you   accountable   to   if   you   work   for   the   college 
and   also   the   exchange? 
Students   need   a   familiar   face   to   help   them 
Is   there   really   excess   capacity   within   large   schools   that   could   contribute? 
Worry   about   the   optics   of   an   R1   coming   in   to   'save   the   day'   for   us   poor   SLACs 
Beyond   giving   permission,   need   to   also   provide   time 
Don't   underestimate   the   overhead.   You   will   need   buy-in   at   the   highest   level   of   the   administration 
Need   to   deal   with   challenge   that   experts   might   be   bombarded   with   too   many   questions   (although   this 
might   in   fact   provice   a   structure   to   better   manage   something   that   is   already   happening) 
While   large   schools   may   like   to   exchange   services   with   one   another,   still   need   to   define   value   of   being 
associated   with   smaller   institutions 
Consortia   can   contribute   to   shared   staff   more   easily 
more   demand   than   we   have   supply 
need   to   attend   to   long   term   preservation 
would   need   additional   resources   to   participate 
we   already   are   engaged   in   thse   sorts   of   intellectual   exchanges 
make   sure   this   is   actually   community   building   and   not   just   commodifying   this   work 
most   networks   are   generated   by   (faculty)   relationships   and   tend   to   be   more   informal 
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we   are   community   oriented   but   on   our   own   terms,   acting   largely   in   enlightened   self-interest 
it   is   hard   enough   to   work   out   internal   organizational   challenges 
What's   the   hook?   Seems   too   diffuse.   It   needs   to   be   scoped   and   the   problem   space   clarified! 
Worry   that   this   might   encourage   schools   to   de-invest   in   staff   and   do   more   outsourcing 
Be   attentive   to   the   politics.   Is   there   room   for   a   social   justice   agenda   overlayed   over   the   tech   support? 
to   convince   funders,   you   need   to   document   that   there   is   a   demonstrated   need 
we   have   deep   expertise   in   GIS   and   text   mining,   but   it   is   siloed   and   not   available   outside   the   department 
in   which   it   resides 
the   incentives   for   researchers   aren't   there   (?) 
how   to   find   the   time?   how   to   not   have   it   be   just   another   add-on?   how   to   make   it   a   priority? 
project   registry   is   good   but   hard 
challenge:   how   to   make   this   not   be   a   way   to   perpetuate   not   investing   in   hard   money   positions   on   our 
campuses 
funding   will   be   hard   to   distribute   across   institutions 
how   to   get   commitments   of   time   from   already   busy   people 
But   as   to   production-related   exchanges,   they   were   entirely   unenthusiastic.The   reasons   for   the   latter   were 
several,   but   everyone   agreed   –   directors,   librarians,   faculty   –   that   they   didn’t   have   much   need   for   this, 
and   if/where   they   may   have   some   need,   the   exchange   would   have   to   arise   out   of   an   already   established 
personal   relationship   that   enabled   the   “provider”   to   understand   the   needs   of   the   “client”   and   the   “client” 
to   trust   the   “provider”.   They   were   all   quite   emphatic   about   this:   that   the   personal   had   to   come   before   the 
technical. 
 
And   as   one   CIO   put   it,   “if   we   don’t   know   --   or   can’t   learn   --   how   to   do   something   ourselves,   we   probably 
shouldn’t   be   doing   it.”   (The   part   about   “learning”   did   spark   interest   in   a   network-based   approach   to 
creating   more   local   capacity   and   building   community   (along   the   lines   of   Software   Carpentry),   although 
everyone   was   resistant   to   the   idea   of   (as   they   put   it)   “outsourcing”   project-related   development   work. 
Librarians,   technologists,   and   faculty   in   TriCo   are   doing   some   nice   DH-related   work   but   it’s   mainly   in   the 
curricular   arena,   not   large   scale,   long-term,   and   technically   demanding   projects   of   the   kind   that 
Lafayette,   like   some   university   DH   centers,   has   been   engaged   in   (although   we   also   do   “DH   in   the 
classroom”).   I   had   thought   that   because   TriCo   hasn’t   invested   in   technical   staff   as   I   have   at   Lafayette, 
they   might   be   more   attracted   by   the   idea   of   an   exchange   of   expertise   for   production   work,   so   I   was 
surprised   to   find   that   the   proposed   production-related   exchange   had   no   appeal   for   them. 
does   this   encroach   on   other   people's   businesses?   and   is   that   okay? 
Answer   the   question   of   how   this   will   change   things   structurally 
the   name   'digital   liberal   arts   exchange'   may   not   resonate   with   those   not   familiar   with   that   name 
 

 

 

Models 
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Illiads   is   an   interesting   model,   which   focuses   on   building   community,   and   coherence. 
Decide   if   this   is   to   be   more   like   an   agency   (and   therefore   more   transactional)   or   more   of   a 
co-op/collaborative. 
How   is   this   different   than   DH   Commons   or   Project   Bamboo? 
be   bottom-up 
need   a   two   word   pitch   (e.g.   Miami   Vice   is   MTV   cops) 
matchmaking   service   for   grant   writing 
Is   this   a   DH   Temp   Agency?   or   a   consulting   firm? 
Use   a   co-op   model   (ranging   from   just   paying   to   paying   through   work) 
Explore   a   retainer   model   where   you   spend   against   an   account   you   have 
Be   the   'ikea   kitchen   planner'   for   DS 
Use   the   Genius   Bar   model 
How   is   this   the   same   and   different   than   DH   Commons?   The   advantage   of   it   being   an   institutional   exchange 
is   that   it   removes   it   from   the   world   of   expected   volunteerism,   and   the   associated   problems   with   unpaid 
labor. 
Explore   adhocracy   as   an   organizational   model   (need   examples!) 
Explore   how   hydra   governance   works 
Explore   how   Scholarly   Communication   Institute   works   (ask   Tom   S.   ) 
Learn   more   about   how   data   carpentry   governance   works   (from   wayne   from   DLF) 
Workshop+   model:   sustained   workshop   model   with   followup   and   multiple   sessions   over   a   period   of   time 
Use   the   Go   Fund   Me   model   with   the   researcher   pitching   ideas 
Use   jump   start   grant   to   get   a   project   going 
Explore   duraspace   as   a   model   for   governance 
Explore   library   publishing   coalition   and   educopia   for   governance   models. 
Use   the   CLAMP   as   a   model   to   study. 
How   is   it   like   project   bamboo? 
Is   this   like   an   HMO?   Are   you   allowed   to   go   out   of   the   network?   Does   this   circumscribe   who   you   can 
collaborate   with? 
Exchange   must   be   framed   in   the   language   of   partnerships,   not   servitude.   Part   of   larger   conversation   about 
how   to   have   DH/DS/IT/Library   professional   treated   with   respect. 
How   is   this   different   than   DH   Commons,   Project   Bamboo,   or   DH   Answers? 
One   value   added   might   be   the   presitge   value:   being   a   member   of   an   exclusive   club! 
Please   avoid   creating   a   colonial   situation   where   small   schools   end   up   feeling   colonized   by   big   schools 
Is   the   word   'exchange'   too   transactional?   How   to   emphasize   that   these   exchanges   are   as   much   social   as 
technical? 
why   not   partner   with   ADHO? 
be   like   craig's   list,   a   platform   to   identify   resources   and   make   connections 
look   at   stack   exchange   as   a   model 
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look   at   oldweather.og   which   created   momentum   through   badges   and   then   sustained   by   targeting   specific 

communities 

look   at   educopia   as   a   possible   partner 

define   relationship   to   and   difference   from   DHSi   and   HILT 

establish   relationship   to   DiRT 

what   is   the   relationship   to   other   networks   (e.g.   HASTAC) 

Look   at   imagining   americas   as   a   model   based   on   membership   with   community   organized   workshops 

consider   carpools   as   cashless   model 

suggest   that   to   succeed,   we'll   need   to   iterate   and   tinker   with   the   model   over   time 

use   the   software   and   data   carpentry   model   that   certifies   curriculum;   can   we   just   work   with   them   to   extend 

this   into   other   topics? 

core   motivation   can't   be   money;   need   to   ask   how   it   benefits   students,   or   more   generally,   how   it   speaks   to 

our   core   motivations! 

why   be   so   formal?   Won't   this   just   cause   a   shift   from   a   gift   economy   to   a   gig   economy? 

study   what   Berkeley   is   doing   using   grad   students   in   five   hour   shifts   to   be   available   for   consultations   via   a 

ticketing   system 

need   governance   structure 

look   at   the   UMich   Deuderstadt   Center   as   a   model   for   a   library   DH   program 

recognition   and   intrinsic   rewards   need   to   be   spelled   out 

service   to   the   exchange   might   be   seen   as   analogous   to   serving   on   a   national   cmte   (e.g.   ACRL   work) 

would   there   be   a   single   leader   or   a   more   distributed   governance   model? 

let   things   evolve   as   they   will;   hard   to   dictate   direction   in   grass   roots   efforts;   can't   plan   everything 

how   does   this   differ   from   DHSI? 

explore   UC   Berkeley's   new   DH-IT   group   which   is   a   support   group   using   tickets   to   supporting   infrastructure 

consider   distributed   repositories   based   on   type   of   data   (e.g.   a   repository   for   3D) 

people   like   to   exercise   discretion   over   the   work   that   they   take   on 

is   the   college   ride   board   a   good   model? 

how   can   cultural   institutions   (e.g.   museums)   be   part   of   this? 

need   a   way   to   learn   github 

what   is   the   niche? 

how   is   this   different   than   HASTAC? 

create   a   residency   program   modeled   after   one   from   Stanford   (contact   Tom   Maloney) 

stay   small:   DH   Commons   and   MLA   Commons   too   big   and   diffuse 

need   to   be   very   clear   about   responsibilities   and   identitites 

how   to   find   balance   between   control   and   autonomy 

agreements   needed   to   be   safe   and   secure 

in-person   meetings   are   important 

easier   if   there   are   standardized   and   interchangeable   services 

need   to   attend   to   issues   of   motivation   and   trust 
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need   the   right   balance   of   takers   and   givers 
energized   by   sharing   and   less   worried   about   equity 
make   sure   contributions   are   honored   and   rewarded 
the   group   was   somewhat   interested   in   those   that   build   community   and   local   capacity,   although   they 
couldn’t   see   how   what   we   propose   will   be   different   enough   from   what   groups   like   HASTAC,   Academic 
Commons,   NITLE   have   done   or   aspired   to   do 
when   I   gave   the   example   of   how   GIS   expertise   might   be   shared,   they   recalled   for   me   their   experience   – 
which   proved   unsuccessful   beyond   the   start-up   period   –   in   sharing   a   GIS   librarian   (e.g.   they   found   it 
impossible   to   allocate   the   person’s   time   in   a   way   that   suited   all   of   the   clients,   and   they   found   it   impossible 
to   assure   faculty   that   their   GIS-related   work   would   be   sustained). 
maybe   the   metaphor   should   be   a   torrent   (not   an   exchange) 
use   load   leveling   principles   of   a   torrent 
yes,   need   institutional   buy-in 
must   be   not   simply   institutional,   but   speak   to   community   and   profession   (framing) 
Last   copy   agreements   in   library   consortia   could   be   a   good   model 
Y   combinator   as   model:   how   to   bring   the   best   of   start   up   culture   to   this   effort 
Need   to   conceive   of   staff   working   on   projects   as   co-authors   and   not   merely   as   labor 

 

 

Proposals 
 
 
Hire   a   few   extra   people   who   can   be   shared   and   place   them   at   a   research   group 
Need   to   focus   on   project   management   and   conceptualization,   and   how   to   teach   others   to   do   this. 
Geography   matters.   It   is   hard   to   collaborate   across   the   country.   Advice   is   to   focus   on   the   local. 
Be   a   platform   for   facilitating   collaboration   with   existing   collaborators,   or   a   network   of   networks. 
Broker   discounts   with   vendors. 
Offer   mentorship   to   help   a   cohort   learn   new   skills. 
Make   it   be   turn-key   with   the   logistics   already   worked   out   so   that   the   transaction   costs   are   low   and   it   is 
really   easy. 
It   could   be   an   outlet   to   take   advantage   of   skills   that   aren't   being   used   regularly   and   that   you   want   to 
keep   sharp. 
The   initial   scoping   and   requirements   gathering   could   lead   to   being   written   into   a   grant   proposal. 
The   exchange   could   help   bring   to   the   surface   gaps   that   exist   within   the   exchange 
Provide   as   a   service   the   peer   review   of   project   plans 
Share   methods   and   templates   for   project   planning 
Explore   ideas   of   regional   hubs 
promote   conditions   that   will   facilitate   cooperation 
focus   on   community   building 
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provide   training   on   how   to   write   a   grant 
use   meetings   to   help   build   network 
need   project   management   and   grant   writing 
develop   relationships   with   preferred   vendors   (e.g.   web   dev   firms) 
develop   institutes   for   non-specialists 
expand   notion   of   speaker's   bureau   to   include   not   just   high   profile   faculty   but   also   practioners 
(explore   communities   of   practice   grants   through   IMLS) 
create   vetted   list   of   commercial   vendors 
Provides   bridge   funding   when   you   need   .5   FTE   but   have   to   hire   1   FTE? 
Members   could   contract   for   strategy   development 
Provide   case   studies   that   provide   lessons   in   project   management 
We   could   be   involved   in   proposal   writing   that   might   lead   to   being   written   into   grants 
Python   example:   how   to   create   learning   opportunities   without   slowing   down   progress.   Team   approach 
modeled   perhaps   after   med   school?   Combine   learning   and   mentorship. 
Framing   as   an   experiment   might   by   some   latitude   that   would   allow   you   to   develop   procedures   as   you 
go. 
provides   use   cases   for   software   projects 
foreground   scholarly   outcomes 
create   a   pipeline   of   new   digital   humanists   through   a   post-BAC   programs   that   places   SLAC   recent 
grads   at   r1s   (?) 
Send   graduate   fellows   to   SLACS   (oxy   model);   easier   with   physical   proximity.   Could   also   be   short   term 
residencies. 
Identify   big   ideas   projects   for   early   success;   can't   be   just   about   the   exchange 
Find   way   to   engage   deans   and   provosts   in   process,   as   this   will   change   the   model   of   how   we   work 
together 
Provide   microgrants   that   are   small   in   scale   but   allow   for   quick   action 
create   a   common   assessment   plan   with   Resilient   Network   project   ! 
Need   to   foster   a   sense   of   trust   and   obligation   among   collaborators 
Use   this   to   promote   sharing   of   what   faculty   are   doing,   and   to   encourage   better   storytelling 
Conferences   help   build   community. 
Directories   of   what's   going   on   on   campus   help   build   community. 
Community   building   is   key. 
Emphasize   the   ability   to   make   connections. 
Make   a   directory   of   projects   that   will   showcase   possibilities,   and   how   it   happened. 
Staff   time   will   need   to   be   allocated   to   a   project,   and   the   staff   member   given   permission   to   focus   on   an 
exchange   project 
The   more   specific   the   offering   the   better.   Needs   to   be   just   in   time,   tailored,   and   with   specfic   outcomes. 
! 
Best   way   to   manage   time   commitments   is   to   be   very   clear   about   the   commitment   and   communicating 
to   all   who   are   impacted 
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Keep   the   administrative   layer   as   thin   as   possible. 

Make   it   explicit   that   this   is   a   way   to   learn,   and   a   chance   to   both   mentor   and   be   mentored. 

shared   workshops   that   provide   continuity   and   allow   for   sustained   effort;   like   low   residency   idea 

Promulgate   best   practices   for   project   proposals   and   sponsor   grant   writing   workshops 

Would   like   a   DH   methods   course   but   don't   have   expertise   on   campus.   How   to   provide   such   a   course 

via   the   exchange   in   a   non-exploitative   way? 

Need   ground   rules   to   make   sure   that   recommendations   are   actually   possible 

Need   ground   rules   about   ownership   and   responsibility   (SLAs?) 

Maybe   start   by   just   being   a   switchboard   that   acts   as   a   clearinghouse   for   free   lance   developers 

Need   to   be   crystal   clear   that   the   ethos   for   this   is   about   sharing 

collaboration   is   nearly   always   more   productive   when   done   in   person 

make   project   scoping   and   peer   reivew   required   before   it   can   advance 

how   to   leave   room   for   not   being   focused   on   a   specific   outcome   but   more   just   exposing   folks   to   new 

ideas 

how   to   be   more   open   minded   and   less   linear,   and   encourage   richer   more   engaging   exchanges   that   are 

more   satisfying   when   they   are   'money   free' 

need   a   sophisticated   communication   environment   to   support   relationshiop   building   (eg.   Slack?) 

benefit   of   collaboration   is   that   individuals   grow   which   in   turn   adds   to   the   ability   to   be   useful   to   the 

institution 

need   people   who   can   speak   the   language   of   IT   and   broker   IT   services 

need   to   define   the   role   of   local   support/partners   in   exchange   that   highlights   ability   to   provide   context 

and   understanding   of   local   environment 

role   for   documenting   process   and   use   that   could   be   done   by   non-specialists 

need   local   intake   process   to   define   projects   before   they   go   onto   the   exchange 

need   a   matchmaker   role   to   help   link   needs   with   available   resources 

create   a   standardized   application   that   provides   guiding   questions   that   help   clarify   gols 

online   space   where   one   can   see   projects,   view   portfolios,   meet   people   and   browse/search   by   skill 

the   interface   needs   to   be   such   that   the   remote   helper   needs   to   feel   like   a   coworker   not   a   database 

SLACs   can   do   research,   document,   and   catalog   projects 

SLACs   often   have   adventurous   faculty   willing   to   experiment   /innovate   in   the   classroom 

digital   storytelling   is   a   local   strength 

be   clear   about   the   list   of   competencies   that   are   needed   to   join   the   exchange 

could   this   be   a   way   to   open   doors   to   expertise   trapped   in   other   areas   of   campus? 

we   could   trade   scalar   workshops   for   other   services 

develop   case   studies   of   different   levels   of   engagement   that   show   models,   share   planning   documents 

and   project   charters 

try   to   list   the   invisible   incentives 

exchanges   for   classroom   projects   would   be   good,   too 

build   connections   to   DH   centers 

create   collaborations   with   DHSI   with   methods   courses   and   beyond 
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members   could   help   other   members   make   connections   to   other   resources   outside   the   exchange 

host   a   monthly   seminar   that   provides   deep   dives   into   projects 

forum   for   consistent   professional   development   and   community   engagement 

how   to   reassure   people   who   are   asking   that   it's   okay   to   ask:   dedicated   twitter   chat,   office   hours,   forum 

where   questions   are   answered 

design   courses   in   tandem   and   take   turns   with   teaching/grading 

have   membership   levels 

could   provide   peer   review   for   projects   as   a   service 

this   might   enable   the   creation   of   new   types   of   positions 

designing   courses   in   tandem   might   be   good 

take   into   account   the   need   to   build   cyberinfrastructre   for   DH   that   includes   preservation 

Rather   than   added   technical   expertise,   they   were   far   more   eager   simply   to   know   what   others   are   doing 

that   might   be   relevant   to   their   work.   As   one   put   it,   “people   are   solving   problems   all   the   time,   we   just 

don’t   know   about   it”. 

 

 

This   led   to   some   discussion   of   how   to   create   incentives   for   those   who   solve   problems   to   do   the   extra 

work   (for   which   there   may   be   no   appropriate   forum   and   little   reward)   to   share   their   work   with   others. 

Also,   everyone   felt   that,   at   least   in   liberal   arts   colleges,   DH   work   increasingly   uses   lightweight, 

cloud-based   tools   for   which   local   technical   development   isn’t   essential.   (For   example,   Prof.   Rachel 

Buurma   is   doing   intellectually   interesting   DH   work   but   without   any   steep   technical   requirements.) 

proposed   stages:   initial   consultation,   facilitated   planning,   then   (and   only   then)   actual   project 

best   to   find   projects   that   align   with   institutional/group   priorities   (e.g.   how   to   build   an   academic 

argument   in   a   non-linear   platform) 

need   to   be   crystal   clear   about   just   how   much   effort   is   being   committed 

articulate   what   is   nourishing   about   collaboration 

explore   the   DH   Slack   channel   that   Amanda   Visconti   set   up 

Their   focus   really   is   on   curricular   DH   and   thus   they’re   more   interested   in   learning   of   successful 

pedagogical   practices   than   in   acquiring   more   technical   talent.   And   to   the   extent   that   they’re   engaged 

in   DH   projects,   they’re   keen   on   learning   how   better   to   involve   students   in   the   work,   and   thus   want   to 

keep   a   low   technical   threshold   to   participation. 

 

 

Statements   of   Support   for   Proposed   Ideas 
 

 

A   selling   point   is   that   it   might   give   me   a   chance   to   try   things   out   that   I   don't   get   to   try   out   on   my 

campus. 

It   is   exciting   to   be   able   to   get   involved   in   exciting   projects   that   are   of   high-quality   and   appropriately 

scoped 

It   could   be   a   way   for   staff   to   learn,   grow,   and   gain   new   skills. 

It   could   be   refreshing   to   work   with   faculty   from   small   schools   that   may   be   more   willing   to   experiment 
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This   provides   a   path   to   new   roles   for   librarians 
Allows   for   building   an   audience   for   new   software   and   publications 
Allows   for   specialized   relationship   to   college   teachers   for   R1s 
Would   provide   exposure   to   new   ideas   and   new   methods. 
Could   be   a   useful   source   of   labor   when   in   a   pinch 
Teaching   project   management   would   be   a   service   to   the   community 
For   our   center,   this   would   provide   visibibility   in   the   broader   DH   world   beyond   our   current   focus   (of 
history) 
Helps   to   further   our   democratic   mission   to   reach   broader   audiences 
This   would   make   formal   what   we   already   do   informally 
It   would   provide   access   to   interesting   questions   and   problems 
It   could   help   connect   our   grad   students   to   other   institutions 
It   would   allow   us   to   have   a   hand   in   shaping   the   not   yet   finished   field   of   DH 
It   could   give   us   leverage   when   negotiating   with   vendors 
Working   on   other   projects   would   provide   some   welcome   variety. 
I   like   the   idea   of   working   with   regional   hubs,   and   to   do   some   of   that   work   remotely   on   a   consulting 
basis. 
The   model   of   working   remotely   and   with   occassional   f2f   meetings   has   worked   well   in   the   past. 
Project   peer   review   could   be   a   valuable   service 
It   would   allow   us   to   exchange   ideas   with   colleagues   from   elsewhere   more   easily 
It   could   facilitate   the   routine   sharing   of   projects,   and   what   was   learned   from   the   projects 
This   would   be   an   opportunity   to   evangelize   DH   ,   get   it   to   be   take   more   seriously,   and   to   define   the   field 
more   concretely. 
connecting   people   around   problems   is   a   good   thing 
technical   partners   could   encouage   more   code   diversity 
project   scoping   is   useful   service 
could   enable   multi-institutional   research   programs   that   link   SLACs   with   R1s 
Consistent   with   goals   of   coherence   at   scale   that   is   trying   to   gain   efficiences,   breakdown   boundaries,   and 
increase   scholarly   output 
Could   be   a   key   part   of   community   and   bridge   building 
Could   help   in   DLF's   efforts   to   connect   SLACs   to   larger   DLF   community 
GW   interested   in   exchanges   involving   topic   modeling   and   text   mining 
Could   be   useful   to   help   researchers   connect   to   others   to   help   gather   funding 
We   need   stable,   sustainable   infrastructure 
Would   be   eager   to   participate   in   repository   community   of   practice 
Would   be   able   to   contibute   and   would   use   instructional   modules 
We   have   a   commitment   to   sharing   from   a   technology   point   of   view. 
Outside   perspective   on   local   efforts   can   be   really   helpful. 
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Could   be   used   to   help   faculty   connect   with   other   faculty   to   (for   example)   collaborate   on   a   synchronized 

zotero   hackathon. 

We   could   learn   from   shared   experimentation   with   different   techniques 

People   in   general   don't   know   what   others   are   doing. 

We   all   need   to   learn   more   about   how   to   teach   students   how   to   work   on   digital   projects. 

plus   One   for   mission   driven   hosting   services   like   reclaim   hosting 

I   like   the   idea   of   a   cross-instituional   sandbox   prepopulated   with   key   applications 

collaborative   workshops   +1 

collaboratively   developed   courses   +1 

facilitating   and   making   'official'   already   existing   organically   formed   efforts   (e.g.   open   source) 

It   would   be   great   to   learn   what   other   faculty   are   doing.   This   would   be   a   professional   development 

opportunity. 

sandbox   +1   ;   the   shared   resource   will   be   useful   and   also   create   community 

sandbox   +1   ;   good   for   playing,   learning 

Trust   relationships   are   key.   We   are   more   willing   to   trust   those   who   are   trusted   by   people   we   already 

trust. 

Buy   out   time   of   local   staff   +1 

hosting   +1   :   provide   place   to   store   things,   access   controls,   like   reclaim   hosting   and   its   mission   driven 

shared   values 

Outside   scoping   might   allow   local   staff   to   actually   be   able   to   say   NO 

Knowing   how   others   do   things   could   be   powerful. 

I   like   the   modular   and   flexibility   of   the   co-op   model 

I   like   the   idea   of   fellowships 

Prefer   the   local   hub   model   with   the   ability   to   reach   out   across   hubs 

Value   is   in   the   people 

Small   schools   could   get   grants   by   their   association   with   more   experienced   and   better   resourced 

schools;   mutually   beneficial 

Membership   in   the   exchange   could   be   a   recruiting   tool   for   faculty   and   librarians 

diversity   of   institutions   that   create   new   partnerships   would   be   attractive   to   some   funding   agencices 

text   mining   and   visualization   +1 

hosting   +1 

3D   Animation   +1 

agree   that   doing   collaborative   software   development   would   be   a   challenge   right   away 

this   would   perhaps   help   us   raise   money   by   showing   how   it   serves   others   (e.g.   neatline) 

one   incentive   for   folks   to   participate   would   be   that   it   would   help   build   reputation   in   the   field 

like   the   idea   of   a   staff   person   placed   within   a   center   (maybe   a   post   doc?) 

benefit   for   staff   (and   org)   engaging   in   these   exchanges   is   that   they   develop   experience   and   awareness   of 

the   filed 

be   a   part   of   DLF   +1 

cloud   hosted   services   that   will   move   us   away   form   the   ideosynchratic   +1 
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like   the   idea   of   a   venue   that   provides   opportunties   to   give   and   receive   training 

adding   a   partner   and   peer   review   aspect   to   project   plans   +1 

could   be   useful   as   a   way   to   help   with   tech   transfer   for   local   software   projects   (e.g.   spotlight,   IIIF,   Hydra 

in   a   box,   blacklight) 

for   software   projects,   this   community   could   help   with   generating   use   cases 

regional   clusters   +1 

working   in   the   exchange   would   be   a   great   form   of   professional   development 

great   place   to   stay   current   on   what's   going   on;   like   a   hangout   that   is   always   on   or   at   least   has   defined 

office   hours 

like   the   idea   of   no   longer   having   to   do   all   the   demos/workshops   locally 

workshops   probably   best   thought   of   as   both/and   (meaning   doing   them   locally   while   also   using   remote 

options) 

like   the   idea   of   using   exchange   to   identify   trusted   vendors 

like   a   train   the   trainer   model   +1 

could   this   make   us   famous?   (love   this   comment!) 

oddly,   it   might   be   easier   to   work   across   institutions   than   within   the   institution 

this   might   allow   us   to   accentuate   our   siloes   of   excellence 

great   way   to   find   out   what's   going   on 

scale   up   successful   institutes   and   workshops   +1 

hosting   sandbox   +1 

production   hosting   +1 

need   for   deep   expertise   consultations 

having   staff   work   with   others   from   other   schools   is   good   for   their   professional   development, 

networking,   and   grants 

would   be   a   benefit   to   other   local   networks 

3D   support   is   an   area   of   deep   speciality.   good   to   get   advice   on   tools;   needs   a   community 

long   term   hosting   is   scary   but   noble 

it   is   a   challenge   to   develop   collegial   relationships 

it   is   good   to   broaden   community 

MIT   interested   in   developing   DH   capacity 

xslt   transformation   help   needed 

need   platform   consultation   on   how   to   present   data 

could   provide   student   who   could   do   gruntwork   of   transcription   if   provided   encoding   guidelines 

like   the   idea   of   working   with   different   encoding   guidelines   to   understand   the   flexibility   of   TEI 

like   traveling   workshop   idea 

roving   postdocs   could   be   great 

hosting   problem   is   real   and   needs   to   be   solved;   long   term   solutions   needed 

reclaim   hosting   +1 

the   sheer   #   of   people   who   showed   up   here   (40ish)   indicates   the   level   of   interest   in   boston   for   this 
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local   museums   would   benefit 

like   NE   regional   idea 

workshops   +1 

hosting   good   but   hard 

could   be   a   great   opportunity   for   grad   students 

regional   model   +1 

exchange   would   help   developers   in   terms   of   expanding   users   and   use   cases,   and   up   close   and   personal 

use   cases 

exposure   to   broad   array   of   projects   provides   nourishment   (love   that   term) 

chance   to   further   engage   in   the   question   of   what   is   the   role   of   DH   and   research   in   a   teaching   college 

 

 

Questions 
 

 

 

How   to   handle   staff   that   are   paid   at   different   rates? 

Does   this   depend   on   excess   capacity?   Is   there   really   excess   capacity   to   tap   into? 

Will   this   include   hardware   and   infrastructure? 

How   will   we   evaluate   the   exchange?   How   will   we   identify   good   exchanges? 

Will   the   exchange   be   normative?   Is   it   okay   to   be   normative? 

How   are   exchanges   approved?   Who   approves   them? 

what   role   would   an   R1   play   in   this?   Why   would   they   want   to   participate? 

should   this   be   just   for   LACs? 

how   is   this   different   and   better   than   existing   communities   of   practice? 

what   is   the   feasibility   of   shared   staffing? 

are   there   any   good   examples   we   can   draw   upon? 

Need   to   be   clear   about   what   problem   we   are   trying   to   solve:   capacity   building   and/or   resource   sharing? 

Need   for   analysis   to   develop   budget   and   work   plan 

What   about   long   term   projects,   and   the   need   for   institutional   memory,   managing   continuity,   and   staff 

turn   over? 

Is   management   willing   to   make   this   investment   to   allow   me   to   work   5   hours   per   week   on   this   sort   of 

work? 

There   are   ethical   issues   that   need   to   be   discussed.   In   particular,   how   do   we   avoid   having   this   exploit   the 

semi-employed?   (eg.   gig   economy   problem) 

Would   the   exchange   also   be   available   to   free-lancers   who   aren't   tied   to   an   institution? 

How   to   overcome   the   fact   that   the   local   seems   to   always   trump   the   collaborative? 

How   do   you   make   connections   in   the   exchange?   F2F   is   still   important! 

How   are   institutes   structured? 
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How   to   do   the   accounting? 
What   is   the   level   of   involvement   and   control? 
How   are   exchanges   vetted?   Who   is   authorized   to   post? 
how   can   we   carve   out   time   for   this   given   local   needs/demands? 
Could   we   create   a   repository   for   sharing   modules?   How   would   this   relate   to   DLF   efforts? 
Community   building   is   the   biggest   problem.   Rewards   are   centered   in   siloes.   Small   experiences   can   lead 
to   bigger   things.   How   do   we   do   relationship   building   well? 
How   to   create   small   opportunities   that   can   be   built   upon? 
How   will   accountability   work?   How   to   resolve   conflict?   We   could   learn   from   community   organizing 
efforts.   Focus   on   scaffolding. 
Could   this   help   decipher   how   DH   connects   to   instructional   technology? 
How   will   this   help   us   archive   and   preserve   projects? 
Could   mass   digitization   be   a   service?   ! 
Why   would   large   schools   want   to   work   with   SLACs?   Incubators   for   experimentation.   learn   more   about 
undergraduate   education   in   an   intimate   setting.   skill   sharing.   design   thinking.   digital   narrative. 
windown   into   how   people   learn. 
How   big   will   this   be   to   start?   Need   an   answer! 
Why   would   a   large   school   want   to   be   in   this   with   us? 
Is   it   a   database? 
How   can   our   already   busy   staff   be   helpful? 
are   projects   going   to   be   shared   to   the   entire   exchange?   Is   that   a   reason   to   want   to   be   part   of   the 
exchange? 
How   can   we   be   sure   that   the   big   schools   don't   dominate? 
How   would   an   outsider   function   in   the   highly   personalized   context   of   this   library?   organic   teaching   and 
research;   exploratory;   learning   alongside   students 
How   can   we   build   upon   pre-existing   networks,   given   that   geography   matters? 
How   to   distinguish   between   personal   and   institutional   expertise?   Are   schools   commiting   to   being 
experts   in   things   if   their   experts   leave   the   school? 
By   joining   are   schools   commiting   to   a   service   that   they   will   deliver? 
Can   this   be   used   to   help   staff   grow   professionally?   Can   this   help   us   in   our   duty   to   allow   people   to   grow 
within   their   profession? 
How   will   we   handle   various   expectations   about   how   service   is   delivered   at   different   schools?   (e.g.   white 
glove   versus   take   a   number) 
At   what   point   would   participating   in   these   exchanges   change   someone's   job   description?   Be   clear   about 
that. 
For   WHOM   is   this   a   value   proposition? 
Who   gets   to   request   an   exchange? 
Does   this   have   anything   to   do   with   the   challenge   of   how   DS   work   fits   into   the   tenure   and   promotion 
process? 
How   will   projects   be   vetted? 
What   is   the   method   for   establishing   scope?   Who   gets   to   establish   the   scope? 
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how   do   costs   work?   who   gets   the   money?   how   does   compensation   work? 

do   job   descriptions   need   to   change? 

how   to   handle   recprocity?   how   do   you   deal   with   net   takers? 

how   to   create   a   culture   that   doesn't   have   the   R1/SLAC   power   imbalance?   How   do   SLACs   not   get 

thought   of   as   'cute'   by   bigger   schools?   Emphasize   pedagogy! 

What   are   the   baseline   skills   and   infrastructure   that   each   member   needs   to   have?   (Medical   metaphor: 

practice,   regional   hospital,   trauma   center,   teaching   hospital) 

How   are   specialities   distributed?   Is   it   descriptive   or   prescriptive? 

How   to   avoid   burn   out?   Can't   ask   the   same   people   over   and   over   again.   Needs   to   be   a   substitution   not 

an   addition   of   how   we   spend   our   time. 

How   do   we   manage   SLAs   as   we   build   communities   of   practices   across   institutions?   ! 

Is   there   a   'no   poaching'   rule   that   precludes   members   from   hiring   people   they   grow   to   respect   through 

the   exchange?   ! 

Are   there   actually   faculty   who   would   use   this?   Tenure   problem.   Few   risk   takers. 

What   will   the   governance   structure   be? 

How   to   build   local   capacity? 

Could   short   term   residencies   help   build   capacity? 

Should   it   be   national   or   regional   or   both? 

How   to   plan   for   growth? 

How   would   this   work   for   small   schools   with   limited   budgets   who   might   not   have   much   to   offer   in   terms 

of   specialized   expertise   or   money? 

Could   this   serve   as   a   way   to   get   off   the   ground   for   those   who   haven't   yet   done   much? 

At   what   scale   would   this   operate 

What   is   the   benefit   for   a   large,   well-resourced   institution? 

Who   owns   projects?   Who   sustains   them? 

Should   we   lead   with   infrastructructure   that   will   make   this   possible?   (counter   argument:   this   is   where 

bamboo   stumbled!) 

Are   there   contracts?   How   are   agreements   documented?   How   does   accountability   work? 

Are   people   actually   open   to   teaching   others? 

how   to   manage   ownership   and   sustainability 

how   big   might   this   be   when   you   start?   How   big   will   it   grow   into? 

how   to   handle   workload   and   allocate   hours? 

how   will   we   choose   which   projects   get   helped? 

What   will   the   process   be   by   which   awards   are   made? 

what   happens   to   projects   that   don't   get   any   offers   of   help? 

how   to   build   curriculum   for   students 

could   an   individual   be   split   between   a   local   school   and   the   exchange? 

how   to   balance   the   intellectual   exchanges   with   transactional   exchanges? 

consider   how   this   might   be   regional   and   more   ad   hoc 
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how   does   it   connect   to   other   consortia   and   professional   orgs;   need   to   clarify   relationship   and   how   it   is 

distinct 

What   about   this   will   rally   the   community? 

great   question:   could   this   be   done   without   a   grant? 

is   this   only   for   SLACs? 

how   exactly   would   faculty   find   partners   through   this   network? 

what   would   be   the   role   of   faculty   in   this   exchange? 

what   would   be   the   incentives   for   faculty   to   participate   in   this   exchange? 

how   would   the   results   of   the   exchange   be   assessed? 

how   would   products   be   shared?   How   will   an   audience   be   reached?   Need   marketing   plans   and   to 

consider   IP   issue. 

how   will   experts   be   identified?   Who   determines   if   they   are   available?   Who   decides? 

how   to   handle   difficult   people   and   conflict   more   generally 

need   to   clarify   what   the   contribution   that   SLACS   can   make   to   this   effort 

how   to   ensure   timeliness   and   reliability,   ensure   that   this   is   reliable 

How   to   balance   need   to   serve   campus   and   also   help   out   on   the   network? 

How   will   this   be   funded? 

How   does   DH   work   in   an   under-resourced   institution? 

How   open   is   this   to   all   types   of   institutions   and   to   faculty   who   may   not   have   tenure-track 

appointments? 

could   students   trained   in   DH   via   DH   methods   course   then   be   a   resource   to   help   out   on   the   exchange? 

what   is   the   sustainability   plan? 

how   will   gatekeeping   work? 

how   does   this   connect   to   other   DH   consortia? 

is   this   just   for   libraries? 

what   will   be   the   areas   of   specialization?   will   we   begin   to   recruit   for   specialists   to   fill   slots   rather   than 

generalists? 

would   projects   that   span   into   sciences   cause   a   blurring   that   causes   DH   to   lose   its   identity? 

is   this   about   services   that   support   projects,   or   just   about   direct   project   work? 

is   there   server   space   to   store   DH   projects   and   to   find   out   what   people   are   doing 

can   we   aggregate   project   metadata   into   a   single   repository? 

is   there   a   role   for   special   collections   in   this,   which   is   a   major   focus   and   strength   of   ours 

how   do   you   go   from   sandbox   into   production? 

how   to   make   resource   allocation   fair   to   avoid   people   feeling   ripped   off 

will   this   help   with   our   goal   o   developing   faculty   lines?   (probably   not,   alas) 

is   it   just   regional? 

is   it   just   virtual? 

how   do   we   define   outcomes? 

how   to   connect   to   larger   groups   to   build   community   around   data   visualization 
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how   thick   should   the   DLAx   admin   layer   be? 
is   the   end   goal   institutional   self-sufficiency? 
what   is   the   currency?   hours,   money,   karma? 
how   will   the   accounting   work? 
how   to   balance   exchange   work   against   institutional   commitments? 
should   provide   one-off   consultation   and   not   on-going   project   management 
who   decides   which   exchanges   get   pursued   further? 
how   many   high   level   consultants   will   we   need? 
this   will   be   harder   for   staff   who   don't   'own'   their   own   time.   who   makes   the   call? 
how   would   faculty   at   large   schools   benefit? 
it   would   be   useful   to   learn   more   about   how   shared   hosting   works   operationally 
could   we   perhaps   be   overestimating   the   work   load   to   provide   expert   advice   ;   maybe   experts   can   make   a 
really   big   difference   with   relatively   small   investments   of   their   knowledge 
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